Student allocation on Syllabus Plus

Training Notes for School Administration staff

Release: Version 0.3
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Introduction
The Timetabling Team will allocate students to teaching activities as part of the standard scheduling
process. After week 2, however, some students will change modules or need to be reallocated to
different tutorials, seminars, etc... These changes will be the responsibility of staff within the
Schools.
There are many different reasons why reallocation may take place: students may change their
optional choices, select an Open Unit which does not appear by default on their programme of
study, or an academic may want to assign students to tutorial groups based on specific criteria
rather than using the random allocation that the Timetabling Office utilises.
This training guide will show you how Syllabus Plus (S+), the scheduling software, attaches students
to classes and will take you through the process of re/allocating students step-by-step. This training
guide will also cover allocating students to the small number of activities in the software which are
not attached to any templates.
Once a student is allocated to an activity it will appear on their personalised timetable. Changes
made before 11:00 will appear in the My Bristol portal in the afternoon on the same day. Changes
made after 11:00 will appear in the portal the next day.

How Activity Templates work
S+ uses Activity Templates to set the nature of the teaching taking place on a unit, and activities to
detail where and when it takes place, and who teaches it. You can have more than one class per
template and the allocation tool on each template will allow you to specify which student attends
which activity. Each student will only attend one class per template and they will not see timetable
information for any other class on the same template.
So, for example, if you have a unit size of 50 and all students should attend 2 lectures (capacity for
each class = 50), a seminar (capacity for each class = 25) and a tutorial (capacity for each class = 10)
then the Activity Templates and Activities for that module would be defined as follows:
•
•
•
•

First Activity Template = Lecture with 1 x class
Second Activity Template = Lecture with 1 x class
Third Activity Template = Seminar with 2 x classes
Fourth Activity Template = Tutorial with 5 x classes

The allocation tool on the templates allows you to ensure that all the lectures will appear on all
students’ timetables, and it will you to check if:
1. Each student has been allocated a seminar and tutorial to attend
2. Each student is free to attend the seminar and tutorial to which they are assigned
3. A student can swap to a different seminar or tutorial group without creating a clash on their
timetable
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MODULE

ACTIVITY TEMPLATE

ACTIVITIES

The path each student will take for the unit: Student will take 2

Generated from the template and unit size:

lectures, 1 seminar, & 1 tutorial per week

LECTURE
50 Students
LECTURE

LEC/01
50
LEC/01
50

50 Students
SEM/01
25

UNIT X

SEMINAR

50 students

25 Students

SEM/02
25

TUT/01
10
TUTORIAL
10 Students

TUT/02
10
TUT/03

TUT/04
10
TUT/05
10

10
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Access and logging in to S+
Using Internet Explorer, go to https://www.bris.ac.uk/syllabus-plus/Portal/Main.aspx Log in using
your UoB username and password.
To make this your home page in Internet Explorer, click on Tools, Internet Options and paste web
address into Home page box.
Click once on the TTPROD20 Enterprise Timetabler icon to launch the software.

NB: Double clicking will launch two versions of the software at the same time and this will cause
the software to crash.
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The first screen that opens when you load the software is Enterprise Timetabler. You will need to
click through from this screen into S+ Course Planner before you can begin.

Click on the Go to S+ icon
Two new screens will open. A small screen will pop-up first

Do not click on OK as this will close S+ Course Planner. Instead click on the S+ Course Planner
window that has opened behind and maximise it to make it easier to work in.
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Navigating to the Activity Template Screen
Go to the drop down menus at the top of the screen and select Database > Show Control Panel.
This will cause the Writeback button to appear at the bottom right of the screen. This button will be
used to save any changes you make.

From the drop down menus select Timetabler > Activity Templates. A new screen will open.
Maximise this screen.
Click anywhere in the list of Activity Templates on the left the screen.

From the drop down menus select View > Filter. A new window will open. Set the Filter Activity
Templates option to Department.

Select the department you want to filter for from the Objects list by clicking on the name. To select
more than one department, hold down CTRL and click.
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Click Filter. The list of Activity Templates will now be reduced to meet the criteria you have set.

Navigating to the right template

Template Naming Conventions
All templates have a standard naming convention of UNITCODE/ACTIVITY TYPE/TEACHING BLOCK. It
will also have a NUMBER if there is more than one template with the same Unit Code, Activity Type
and Teaching Block. In some cases the suffix JTP will be used to indicate the class is jointly taught
with another unit. For example:
•

ENGL10016/SEM/TB2 is for the Unit ENGL10016, for seminar(s) and is taught in TB2

•

ENGL10016/LEC/TB2 is for the same unit and weeks for lecture(s)

•

ENGL10018/LEC/TB1/01/JTP is for Unit ENGL10018, is a lecture in TB1 and is the first of
number of lectures for that unit. JTP indicates that the ENGL10018 lecture is jointly taught
with another unit

•

ENGL10018/LEC/TB1/02/JTP is the second lecture for Unit ENGL10018 in TB1. Again this
lecture is jointly taught with another unit

Click in the list of Activity Templates. You can type to search in this list by hitting space and then
beginning to type the unit code that the activity template belongs to or you can scroll down the list
to find the Activity Template you require.
From the tabs that run along the top of the screen, select Allocate by clicking on it. All changes to
student allocations are made in this tab
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Understanding the Allocation Tab
The Allocation screen will look something like this:

List of student names
detailing all students
registered on the unit

Number of classes available on the template. NB students will
only attend one class per template. In this example students
attend one of 3 possible seminars

The numbers underneath each class tell you the Planned Size (the size of the group
used when assigning rooms to classes) and the Real Size (how many students are
currently allocated to that class.) A Yellow Exclamation Mark indicates that the Real
Size is larger than the Planned Size as more students have been allocated to the class
than was anticipated.

Student names appear in bold when they are not currently allocated to any the classes on the
template. Once a student is allocated to a class their name will change to normal font and a tick or a
T will appear under the column for the class they have been allocated.
Cravatt and James have yet to be
allocated to a class.
Snide and Lloyd are allocated to
Tut/01, Kerr and Pugh are
allocated to Tut/02 , Hancock is
allocated to Tut/03,
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Where there are several activities attached to the Template they will usually be scheduled at
different times. A greyed out square indicates that the student already has a class at that day/time
and so is not free to attend.
Cravatt is free to attend Tut/01
02 or 03.
James cannot attend Tut/03 and
so can only attend Tut/01 or 02
Snide cannot swap groups as
Tut/01 is the only class he is free
to attend

If you would like to see the time and day a class has been scheduled for, double click on the number
at the top of the column and you will be able to view this information in the new window that
opens.

Allocating and reallocating students

Allocating a student:

•

Click on the white square under the class required and across from the student’s name. The
square will be highlighted with a grey dotted line
Here 03 has been highlighted
for Caravatt

•

Click again and a tick will appear in the white square and the student’s name will go from
bold to normal font
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•

Click on the Writeback button to save the change

Reallocating a student:

•

Click on the white square under the class required and across from the student’s name. The
square will be highlighted with a grey dotted line

Here Tut/01 has been
highlighted for Pugh

•

Click again and a tick will disappear from beneath the previously allocated class and will
appear under the new one you have selected

Pugh has now
reallocated into Tut/01

•

Click on the Writeback button to save it.
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S+ will allow you to allocate more students to a class than is stipulated by the planned size. When
the number of students allocates exceeds the planned size, a yellow exclamation mark will appear in
under the class column.

In this example, 4 students have
been allocated to Tut/01 when
the planned size for the class
was only 3. The best solution
would be to move one student
to Tut/02 to give a better spread
of numbers across the classes

Jointly Taught Activities
Some units are jointly taught. The templates for these activities are created in the same way as any
other but their Jointly Taught status will be indicated by the suffix JTP on the template name. The
units are joined at the activity level so you will only be able to allocate a student to the template that
belongs to the unit they are registered on in SITS.

CHEM30007
Activity Template JTP
(Jointly Taught Parent)

CHEMM0003
Activity Template JTP
(Jointly Taught Parent)

CHEM30007
Activity JTP
(Jointly Taught Parent)

CHEM30007
Activity JTP
(Jointly Taught Parent)

CHEM30007/M0003
Activity JTC
(Jointly Taught Child)
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As with normal templates, you should try to keep the numbers even when allocating students. To
do this you should always check on the combined numbers attached to the jointly taught activity.

Go to Timetabler > Activities and find the jointly taught activity in the list on the left of the screen.

Click in the Size (plan) tick box and the number below will change to display the actual number of
students allocated to this activity on both the activity templates combined. You can use this number
to calculate how many more spaces are actually available for students on each of the activity
templates and were it is safe to allocate over the planned size.
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Allocating a students to an activity with no template
There are a number of activities, mostly with the activity type – Lecture, which do not have a
corresponding activity template. You can, however, still allocate students to these activities using
S+.
From the drop down menus select Timetabler > Activities. A new screen will open. Maximise this
screen.
Click anywhere in the list of Activities on the left of the screen.

From the drop down menus select View > Filter. A new window will open. Set the Filter Activities
option to Department.

Select the department you want to filter by from the Objects list by clicking on the name. To select
more than one department, hold down CTRL and click.
Click Filter. The list of Activities will now be reduced to meet the criteria you have set.
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Click in the list of Activities. You can type to search in this list by hitting space and then beginning to
type the module code that the activity belongs to or you can scroll down the list to find the activity
you require.
From the tabs that run along the top of the screen, select Delivery by clicking on it. All changes to
student allocation on activities without templates are made in this tab

The students who are registered on the module will all appear in the Student Set pane. Students
who are attached to the activity will be highlighted. Students who are not currently attached to the
activity will not be highlighted.

To add a student to the activity, hold down Ctrl and click to highlight the name of the student.
If you do not hold down Ctrl you will detach all previously attached students. If you do this click on a
different activity in the activity list and then back onto the activity you need to add the student to –
this will undo any inadvertent changes.
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When you are happy the allocations are correct, click on the Modify button at the bottom right on
the screen and then on Writeback to save your changes.
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